
Right now, we’re bumping
around the 6800 mark, a surge of
nearly 23 per cent in that period.

Thankfully, the law requires
any super fund talking about
returns to include the statement
that “past performance is no 
indicator of future performance”. 

Believe what this disclaimer
says.

Don’t get sucked in by the 
illusionists touting the hefty
investments returns. 

Stick with investment option
you feel comfortable with. 

More importantly, if you have
been a beneficiary of the lift, don’t

be scared to cash in and take 
your prize. Collecting the profits
you have made and converting that
into something safe like cash, or
even a term deposit, can all be done 
within your super fund, usually
with a few clicks of the mouse 
button.

If you limit the switch to your
profits alone, you’ll still have the
same amount of money invested
into shares and, if 2020 turns out
to be a repeat of 2019, you won’t
miss out.

And if the doomsayers turn out
to be half-right, you could switch
your safely stashed money back
into shares later, when the prices
are lower.
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Understand
what you
could lose 
— to win
long-term

Heading to the end of  a decade
in which markets have been
propped up by central banks

and low interest rates, we should
all take some time to reflect on the
state of  our retirement savings.

You will be reading all sorts of
headlines in the next few weeks
proclaiming that superannuation
funds have surged upwards of  11
per cent over the past year and 8
per cent or more a year for the past
decade.

You might even have people pro-
claiming growth-oriented super
funds loaded with shares, property
and infrastructure are the real
winners by pumping out an aver-
age of  9 per cent or more in the past
decade.

But like all statistics, they only
tell a small part of  the story.

This year’s set of  decade-long fig-
ures are the first ones clear of the
final ructions of  the global finan-
cial crisis, which sliced the value of
aggressively set super funds 30 per
cent or more.

The GFC caught hundreds of
thousands of  retirees unaware and
smashed their retirement savings
plans. They were plans that too
often had been based on crappy
investment advice that smoothed
market fluctuations and ignored
the historical fact risk-oriented
markets eventually crash.

Share markets have defied fears
of  a global economic slowdown and
a massive trade war to loiter
around record levels.

This has translated to great
returns for people willing to take a
big risk with their super.

Figures released by Chant West
show funds set 100 per cent to
growth-hunting assets rose had
risen 17.8 per cent in the 10 months
to October 31, while high-growth
funds with 81 per cent to 95 per cent
risk assets had surged 14.9 per cent.

Growth funds with 61 per cent to
80 per risk assets had surged a
whopping 12.8 per cent in the first
10 months of  this year.

Remember that with the dodgy
classifications used by some indus-
try funds to re-classify risk assets
such as property and infra-
structure as defensive, there is a
good chance your so-called bal-
anced fund fits into either Chant
West’s growth or high-growth cate-
gory.

You see, super funds don’t speak
in plain English. 

They usually don’t mean there is
a roughly even proportion of  risky
assets and defensive assets, such as
bonds and cash.

What most mean by balanced is
that they are balancing risk and
reward in an abstract investment
sense, built around some solid sci-

ence about using a mix of  assets to
soften market bumps while also
chasing growth.

They are aiming to get high
returns in bumper market years
while having lower falls in weak
years than high-growth funds.

Combined with some dubious
classifications of  some assets as
defensive, some funds have more
than 90 of  their so-called balanced
portfolios in risky asset classes.

Now this might be OK like it has
been over the past decades, when
the risky markets have mostly been
going strong, boosted in part by
investors seeking better income
returns with interest rates being so
low.

The problem is the published su-
per fund returns we are seeing
right now are increasingly playing
down the real long-term damage
created by events such as the global
financial crisis.

Chant West’s figures for the 
decade to June 30, 2017, showed all
growth funds returned just 4.4 per
cent, while high-growth funds
returned 4.7 per cent. The investor

stars were down the risk spectrum
— with growth funds generating
5.1 per cent returns over a decade. 

Returns of  4.8 per cent a year for
the decade were achieved both by
balanced funds with 41 per cent to
60 growth growth assets, and by
conservative funds with 21 per cent
to 40 per cent growth assets.

Now anyone who tries to tell you
you are sacrificing growth by mod-
erating your risk should also take
the time to explain it is questiona-
ble whether aggressively-set su-
perannuation really provides
adequate reward for the big risk. 

While suffering small losses in
the GFC, funds with about 40 per
cent growth assets have averaged
around 6 per cent for much of  the
past 15 years.

That is, at worst, about a quarter
less return for arguably one-tenth
the risk of  being whacked in a
crash.

Now you might argue that the
extra risk is worth it for people
with the temperament to pursue
risk.

Behavioural finance boffins have

spent decades researching the atti-
tudes of  people who are willing to
pursue risks, with financial advice
groups having questionnaires of
varying quality to match people
with investment types.

At one extreme, we have conser-
vative investors whose primary
purpose is peace of  mind and pre-
serving their capital.

While there might be Scrooges
who want to preserve their for-
tunes, there can also be people who
genuinely have little money to lose
and are not willing to punt it to get
more.

At the other end, we have experi-
enced investors who are willing to
accept big risk to grow their invest-
ment. These are sometimes calls
sophisticated investors, but that
term often becomes questionable if
they’re in the wrong place and in
the wrong gear when the market
crashes.

Most of  us sit somewhere in the
middle, with varying degrees of
willingness and capacity to risk
our nest-eggs.

The big thing to remember is that

super fund managers love to boast
about their returns and to create
the fodder for marketing cam-
paigns such as the industry super
sector’s effective Compare the
Pairs ads.

That extra risk has been more
than rewarded since the recovery
from the global financial crisis’ end
in mid-2009.

But try imagining how you
would feel if  your superannuation
fell by 20 per cent over the next 18
months, just like the moderately
growth-oriented super funds did
from late 2007 to early 2009.

In simple terms, a 20 per cent fall
would have your $200,000 of  super
fall to $160,000 during the dip.

If  you were willing to laugh it off
and were able to just wait for the
recovery, you might be OK in the
default option of  most industry su-
per funds.

Then you might be OK to watch it
eventually recover and hopefully
surge past the value you might
have enjoyed if  you had gone 
wimpy at the end of  2019.

These are not decisions you nec-

essarily have to make on your own.
Good financial advisers can walk

you through the juggle of  risk and
reward.

Many industry super funds offer
free or low-cost advice on the best
asset mix for your temperament,
your goals and your stage of  life.

And it is not just a simple issue of
having to go conservative when you
reach retirement.

While it is considered sensible to
lower our risk profile as we head
towards retirement, many retirees
will not be touching big parts of
their retirement savings for years
or even decades to come.

Money that will not be touched
for 15 years is undoubtedly there
for the long term and the invest-
ment profile, temperament permit-
ting, can be more aggressive than
for money needed in the next five
years or so.

If  the next 15 years were like the
last, that aggressively-set part of
your nest-egg would likely have its
risk eventually rewarded.

But you would have to be willing
and able to endure the ride.

Playing risk against return is one super game 
KNOW YOUR RISK
CONSERVATIVE
Does not wish to take investment risk. Priority
is to safeguard your capital. Prepared to forego
higher returns for peace of mind.

BALANCED
Has some understanding of investment market
behaviour. Prefers balance between capital
growth and capital security. Prepared to accept
some short-term risk to gain longer-term capital
growth.

ASSERTIVE OR GROWTH
Understands the movement of investment
markets. Interested in maximising long-term
capital growth, but does not wish to make
unbalanced investment decisions. Happy to

take calculated risks to maximise long-term
capital growth. Tax-advantaged investments are
a focus.

AGGRESSIVE
Strong bias towards investments with high
growth potential. Willing to accept higher
volatility in return for potentially higher
long-term capital growth. Greater focus on
tax-advantaged investments and/or lending to
further capital growth potential.

VERY AGGRESSIVE
Experienced or sophisticated investor. Security
of capital is secondary to pursuit of high
investment returns. Portfolio will consist almost
solely of growth assets and is happy to accept
the risks this involves. 
SOURCE: RBS MORGANS QUESTIONAIRRE
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Don’t be sucked in 
by super illusionists

Patience
has its
rewards
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On the morning I sat down to write this
piece, the Australian sharemarket had yet
again taken its lead from Wall Street and

fallen 2 per cent.
Before the latest round of  anxiety about a

potential global recession and the inability of
Donald Trump and China to agree on trade,
shares had experienced a stellar run.

The US sharemarket’s trajectory has been
upwards most of  this decade and our market is
up more than 60 per cent since early 2012.

After such a sustained bull run many are
wondering whether the time has come to take
profit and sit on the sidelines for a time. 

Perhaps the events of  last week would have
put paid to any thoughts you might have had of
doing such a thing, if  you hadn’t acted already.

At times like this, it’s worth remembering
the old adage that getting the best from the
share market involves “time in” the market,
not timing the market.

If  you want a salient reminder of  how
fraught is the idea of  taking your profits and
running, consider the following sobering
statistics:
t If  you were unlucky enough to be out of  the
market for the five best market days in the past
15 years, your compound annual return rate
drops from just over 7 per cent to under 5 per
cent. 
t If  you were unfortunate enough to be out of
the market for the 30 best return days in the
last 15 years, your compound annual return
rate would have been in the red at -1.1 per cent. 

Let’s not forget the best days often came
close to the worst days. JPMorgan pointed out
in it study of  US market returns that six of the
10 best days in the S&P-500 occurred within a
fortnight of  the 10 worst days.

Timing the market is hard yakka.
And even if  you were unlucky enough to

have invested at the peak of  the sharemarket
in 2007, your return would have been 4.5 per
cent a year from then until now — assuming
you had reinvested dividends. While hardly
spectacular, it amounts to a reasonable return
for investing just before the biggest stock
market collapse in living memory.

Those who hung tough throughout the GFC
and remain invested today would have enjoyed
a return of  the aforementioned 7-plus per cent
— not bad for the worst stock market collapse
since the Great Depression. 

Admittedly, it did take six years for markets
to regain their pre-crash levels but patience
was eventually rewarded.

If  you don’t perfectly time getting in and out
of  the sharemarket in a bid to boost your
returns, you can be worse off  than if  you just
kept your money in play. 

As JPMorgan points out, trying to time the
market is difficult and “investing for the long
term while managing volatility can provide a
better outcome”.

Managing volatility involves creating a
diversified
portfolio suited to
your capacity and
willingness to take
market risk. That’s
where good advice
can really help.

If  you think you
have what it takes
to attempt it, I’d
like to borrow your
crystal ball some
time.
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